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Abstract
The subject of this thesis is a systematic study of soft errors occurring in CMOS integrated

circuits when being exposed to radiation. The vast majority of commercial circuits operate in
the natural environment ranging from the sea level to aircraft flight altitudes (< 20 km), where
the errors are caused mainly by interaction of atmospheric neutrons with silicon. Initially, the
soft error rate (SER) of a static memory was measured for supply voltages from 2V to 5V when
irradiated by 14 MeV and 100 MeV neutrons. Increased error rate due to the decreased supply
voltage has been identified as a potential hazard for operation of future low-voltage circuits. A
novel methodology was proposed for accurate SER characterization of a manufacturing process
and it was validated by measurements on a 0.6 jj.m process and 100 MeV neutrons. The
methodology can be applied to the prediction of SER in the natural environment.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Single Event Upset (SEU) phenomenon.
Digital integrated circuits fabricated in a CMOS technology make use of two different

voltages in order to represent a logic value of one information bit (Fig. 1). Using voltage levels
equal to OV and power supply voltage V c c has the advantage of simple implementation and (in
most cases) high speed. A parasitic capacitor exists between any two circuit nodes. In order to
modify the information stored on a circuit node, a positive charge needs to be delivered for a
transition from logic low to logic high and a negative charge for a transition from logic high to
low. A simple inverter uses a P-type MOS transistor (PMOST) for charging the output and a re-
type MOS transistor (NMOST) for discharging the output. The output is then connected to the
subsequent CMOS stages.

'low'

a) b) c)

Figure 1. a) a simple CMOS stage; b) PMOST used for charging; c) NMOST used for
discharging the node with the parasitic capacitance C.

The structure of MOS transistors fabricated in a bulk CMOS process with a P-type substrate
is shown in Fig. 2. Each NMOST has two parasitic diodes connected between the bulk and both
source and drain. A PMOST has also a parasitic diode between the N-well and the P-type
substrate. In normal operation, all five diodes are reverse biased and affect circuit behavior
merely by adding the parasitic capacitance of the diode depletion region to either drain or
source. When an ionizing particle passes through silicon, it scatters on silicon atoms and loses

P-substrate

Figure 2. Cross section of a bulk CMOS process on a P-type substrate.



a) b)

Figure 3. a) charge deposited by a particle strike; b) circuit-level modeling of SEU

its kinetic energy. A large part of the energy (-95% or more) goes to generation of electron-hole
pairs and a narrow track of electron-hole plasma is created. Figure 3 shows a particle strike in
a vicinity of diode Dj. Motion of free carriers is governed by drift and diffusion. Initially, the
carrier density is high and ambipolar diffusion in a direction perpendicular to the track
dominates. Along the periphery of the track, the carrier density is lowest. The free carriers are
separated by an electric field inside the depletion region of D^ The electrons are collected by
the N-type drain and the holes are rejected back to the P-type substrate. The net effect of the
charge collection process is a negative charge delivered to the drain of the NMOST and the
corresponding circuit node. A noise-current source can be inserted into the schematics in Fig.
la) to account for the particle interaction with the circuit. The same effect can be observed for
a P-type transistor, but holes are collected instead of electrons and the polarity of the noise-
current source is reversed.

A particle track consists of secondary electrons and holes kicked out of atoms by the particle.
Some of the electrons can gain rather high kinetic energy and establish a track of their own in a
direction perpendicular to the original track. Mass and charge of an electron is usually much
smaller than that of the incident ion (e.g. an alpha particle), the electron tracks are longer and
have lower charge density. Tracks of the secondary electrons are called delta rays. The time it
takes for an ion to travel 1 (im in silicon is of the order of 1 ps. Thermalization of the secondary
electrons and creation of the track takes of the order of the dielectric relaxation time constant
(0.2 ps for a 0.2 £Jcm N-type silicon). A characteristic time constant of the charge collection
process is therefore determined by the transport of free carriers, which takes typically ~1 ns.

The collected charge can be sufficient to corrupt the information stored on the circuit node.
An average energy of 3.6 eV is needed to create one electron-hole pair in silicon (4.8 eV in
GaAs). 44.5 fC is deposited in the substrate for each 1 MeV of ion kinetic energy. Some of the
charge diffuses away from the junction, recombines or is collected by the N-well-P-substrate
junction. On the other hand, an additional charge can be collected by the node due to action of
parasitic bipolar transistors. This effect is important for dynamic memories fabricated on
insulating substrates (SOI) without body ties [1], but can be neglected in most cases for devices
fabricated in a bulk CMOS.

1.2 Alpha-particle-induced SEU

Virtually any material used by the semiconductor industry today contains trace amounts of
238U and 232Th impurities. 238U decays into 206Pb after emission of eight alpha particles and



six electrons. The half life of 238U is 4.5* 109 years. The half lives of its daughter products are
much shorter, and the alpha particle emission rate is determined by the half life of 238U. The
same is true also for 232Th, which decays into 208Pb with half life of 1.4*1010 years, and emits
six alpha particles and four electrons. As was mentioned in Sect. 1.1, electrons lose very little
energy per pun and can not give rise to an SEU. Only the alpha particles need to be considered.
The impurity concentrations of ~1 ppm (parts per million), not unusual twenty years ago, have
been substantially reduced since the discovery of the alpha-particle-induced SEU. A detection
limit of current state-of-the-art analytical methods, e.g. the neutron activation analysis, is >0.01
ppm, which corresponds to the alpha particle flux of -0.01 occm'2 h"1 [2]. For a typical 6T
SRAM memory, 5% of the chip area is sensitive to SEU. If the chip area is 1 cm and 1% of the
alpha particles intercepting the sensitive region deposit sufficient charge to flip a memory cell,
such chip would have a mean time to failure -22 years. If the critical charge drops substantially,
each alpha particle can introduce an error. Assuming this worst-case scenario, the mean time to
failure would be ~3 months. This simple calculation shows, that it is important both to maintain
high purity of raw materials and sufficiently high node charge in order to keep the alpha-particle
error rate low.

1.3 Neutron-induced SEU
The primary cosmic rays outside the Earth's atmosphere contain protons (92%), alpha

particles (6%), and heavy nuclei (2%) with energies ranging from several MeV to many GeV
[3]. The particles are partially absorbed in the atmosphere while creating secondary particles,
e.g. neutrons, pions, muons and secondary protons. Area density of the atmospheric shell above
the sea level is -1033 g*cm"2, the same as the area density of 130 cm of iron. The sea level
terrestrial rays consist mainly of neutrons (95%). For altitudes below 35 kft (246 g*cm~2), the
neutrons still dominate, but contribution of primary cosmic rays may not be neglible. Figure 4
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on + uSi -» 2 a + uMg

Figure 5. Example of a nuclear reaction of a neutron with silicon. The two products give rise
to two tracks with a common start at the point of reaction.

shows the altitude and latitude variations of the atmospheric neutron flux, according to the
simplified Boeing model [4]. At 40 kft and 45 degrees latitude, the 1-10 MeV flux is 0.8 n*cm"
V 1 . The energy spectrum is only weakly dependent on the geographic location [3]. Due to the
1/E dependence of the differencial energy spectrum (Fig. 6), the energy intervals 1-10 MeV, 10-
100 MeV, and 100-1000 MeV contain approximately equal number of neutrons. The neutron
flux 1-1000 MeV is -2.4 n*cm"2s"!. At the sea level, the flux is 300 times lower and so is the
soft error rate.

The neutrons are particles which do not posses electrical charge and interact with matter only
via the strong interaction. The range of the strong interaction is much smaller, of the order of a
nuclear radius (-10 m), compared to the range of the electromagnetic interaction which is of
the order of an atomic radius (-10 m). The neutrons penetrate through a material with a
negligible loss of energy unless they undergo a nuclear reaction. A portion of the neutron kinetic
energy is carried away by light particles (e.g. neutron, proton, deuteron, alpha) and the rest by
one or several heavy fragments (e.g. Al, Si, Mg, B), called recoils. Except for neutrons, the
secondary particles are charged and loose their kinetic energy to ionizations within a short
distance from the place of the nuclear reaction (Fig. 5). The basic mechanisms of track creation
and charge collection have been described in Sect. 1.1.

1.4 Observations of SEU in natural environments
It was predicted already in 1962 that future devices with scaled feature sizes could suffer

from SEU due to natural radiation [5]. Cosmic rays were identified as a limiter of future scaling
beyond 10 |nn, unless redundancy is introduced into a design. A SEU was observed for the first
time in spaceborne bipolar flip-flop circuits in 1975 [6]. Calculations showed that the satellite
malfunctions were probably caused by heavy ions of the iron group. In 1979, SEU's due to the
alpha particles emitted by packaging materials in 4K and 16K DRAMs were reported for the
first time [7]. The Soft Error Rate (SER) has been defined as the number ND E V of SEU's
observed in a device during time T.

SER = ^ (1)

Alternatively, the probability of SEU for a device can be given as the SEU cross section per
device in units of cm
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where F D E V denotes the total particle fluence on the device. For devices built as an array of
B identical cells, e.g. SRAM's and DRAM's, SER can be evaluated on a per bit basis

SER = (3)

N
a

DEV
DEV FDEVB

(4)

If the time T=109 hours, we obtain the SER in units of FIT/device or FIT/bit (i.e. 1 FIT,
Failure-In-Time, amounts to one failure in 109 hours). Examples of imposed reliability demands
are 1 FIT for civil airplanes, -100 FIT for integrated circuits, and -1000 FIT for cars.
Conversion to Mean-Time-To-Failure (MTTF) or Mean-Time-Between-Failures (MTBF),
which are equal for a Poisson-like statistical process, can be carried out according to (5).

MTTF = MTBF =
SER

(5)

SEU's due to neutrons were first time observed in DRAM's irradiated by 6.5-14 MeV
neutrons produced by deuterons incident on a beryllium target [8]. In 1993, IBM and Boeing
carried out a series of measurements on airborne 64K and 256K static RAM's [9] and observed
over 100 upsets. Olsen et al. reported 14 upsets in a computer installed aboard a commercial
airliner [10]. The computer contained 3 Mbit of memory. Similar experiments were carried out
in 1996 by Ericsson-Saab Avionics, this time with 4M SRAM's [11]. Summary of the
observations is given in Table 1. The flights were performed at different altitudes and latitudes.
The number of observed upsets is highly correlated with the atmospheric neutron flux [9],
which makes the atmospheric neutrons the likely cause of SEU's at flight altitudes 29-65 kft.
For the purpose of comparison of results from different sources, MTBFgg^ at sea level and 45
degree north latitude was estimated using the dosimetric data from [9] (see also Fig. 4).

IBM performed experiments at ground level. Comparison of SER at cities with altitudes up
to 10 kft showed similar correlation to the atmospheric neutron flux as observed in airplanes
[12]. SER due to the package alphas was separated by performing a series of tests underground.
If the SER due to alpha particles is diminished by using pure materials, then neutron-induced
upsets are the major cause of soft errors at ground level and flight altitudes.

Table 1: In-flight upset rates of SRAM's.

Part

IMS1601

EDI81256

D43256

KM684000

Size
bits

64K

256K

256K

4M

Alt.
kft

29

65

33

-35

M T B F F L I G H T

day/bit

2.6*107

9*106

2*107

3.4*107

day/device

402

35

79

8.2

MTBFSEA

year/dev.

138

61

36

6.8

Ref.

[9]

[9]

[10]

[11]
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Figure 6. Measured neutron spectrum at WNR facility [15].

Ground-level neutron-induced SEU's were reported in large computer systems [13] and
implanted defibrillators [14].

1.5 Accelerated testing for estimation of SER
Table 1 shows, that MTTF at ground level is of the order of several years. In order to measure

SER within a factor of 2 on the 95% confidence level, at least 10 events have to be registered.
Assuming MTTF=10 years, 100 years of testing at ground level would be necessary on the
average. If the testing is to be accomplished in 1 month, 1200 devices would have to be tested
simultaneously. At the top of Mt.Everest, -20 devices would be needed. In view of shrinking
time-to-market, such burden is unthinkable.

In order to speed up the SER measurements, artificial neutron (heavy ion, etc.) sources are
used for irradiation of components. The most suitable neutron source is the Weapon Neutron
Research (WNR) Facility located at Los Alamos, USA. The neutrons are produced in spallation
reactions of protons with energy 800 MeV impinging on a thick tungsten target. The energy
spectrum of outcoming neutrons at 30 degrees is within a factor of 2 identical to the atmospheric
spectrum over the energy range 2-500 MeV [15]. The neutron flux of the WNR beam is 1.5 * 105

more intense than in the atmosphere at 40 kft and 5*107 more intense than at sea level. Referring
to the previous figures, the same testing can be accomplished with a single device in less than
2 minutes. Examples of measurement results of an accelerated testing at WNR are shown in
Table 2. Measurements on 16Mb DRAM's revealed strong correlation of SER to the topology
of the storage capacitor [18]. The lowest MTBFSEA of 5 years was measured on parts with
trench-external capacitor and the highest MTBFSEA of 10000 years on parts with trench-
internal capacitor.

Unfortunately, there is no other neutron source with similar properties currently available for
testing. Rough estimations and a relative comparison can be obtained also with sources of
neutrons with lower energies, e.g. TSL Uppsala. So far, no simple method has been developed
for translation of SER measured with one type of neutron spectrum to atmospheric SER and
there is no guarantee such method can be found. Preliminary observations in energy range 22-
160 MeV suggest that the energy dependence of SER of parts from different vendors is similar
[19].

1.6 Theoretical modeling of neutron SER
As outlined in Sect. 1.1 and 1.3, the mechanism of SEU creation by neutrons can be separated

10



Table 2:

Part

IMS 1601

TC514400

TMS44100

IDT71256

MCM6264

87C51

87C196

TC551001

MT5C2568

HM628128LP

MT5C1008

EDI88128CS

CXK58100P

SRM20100L

Calculated MTBF from accelerated tests at WNR.

Size
bits

64K SRAM

4MDRAM

4MDRAM

256K SRAM

64K SRAM

processor

processor

1MSRAM

256K SRAM

1MSRAM

1MSRAM

1MSRAM

1MSRAM

1MSRAM

aDEV

cm2/bit

4*10'13

1.2*10"13

8.6*10"14

6.5*10-14

1.25*10"14

—

—

7.3*10~14

2*10"15

l*10'13

1.6*10"13

6.4* 10"14

3.5*10"14

9.3*10-14

MTBFSEA

year/dev.

209

11

15

323

7000

50000

11000

71

10000

49

33

82

148

56

Ref.

[16]

[16]

[16]

[16]

[16]

[15]

[15]

[15]

[15]

[17]

[17]

[17]

[17]

[17]

into three main parts: 1. interaction of neutrons with the substrate material involving nuclear
reactions, 2. charge collection from a secondary-ion track by a nearby PN junction, 3. effect of
the collected charge on the circuit. Lack of experimental data on double-differential cross
sections of neutron reactions in silicon at intermediate energies make modeling of the first part
extremely difficult and it relies almost exclusively on results of the theory of nuclear reactions
and experience with other elements of the periodic table, e.g. aluminium. The track structure
has been well described in literature [20] and codes exist for calculation of the ionization energy
loss of ions in matter [21]. Charge collection can be simulated with commercial TCAD tools in
two or three dimensions [22]. A complete circuit can be simulated either in a mixed-device-
circuit mode or with the SPICE circuit-level simulator. One important limitation of applicability
of device simulators is the lack of process parameters, e.g. carrier lifetimes, at nonequilibrium
conditions, and long simulation time. Still, device-level simulations of SEU has provided a
significant insight into the problem of SEU and is valuable in development of compact charge
collection models.

1.7 Future scaling and its effects on SER

SER of a chip depends on the critical charge QCRIT>
 s i z e °f m e diffusion area and the

manufacturing process. In order to make the first-order analysis tractable, we assume, that the
dependence on QCRTT

 anc* device geometry can be completely separated. SEU can occur only
in a vicinity of a sensitive junction (Sect. 1.1). Denote the total sensitive area of the chip by A.
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The vicinity of a junction will be limited to locations within a distance less than L from a
sensitive junction. Dependence on the critical charge can be described by a function P(QCRIT)'

which is specific to each radiation source, in our case it could be either the alpha particles or the
atmospheric neutrons. SER of the chip, as defined in (1), can be estimated from

SER = ALxp(QCRIT). (6)

We distinguish the parameters of the unsealed chip by zero subscripts. After a linear shrink
of the manufacturing process feature size by a factor of k, and supply voltage reduction by the
same factor of k , parameters of the scaled chip will be

A - AQk , L - L
o, - QCRIT,

)SER = Aok Loxp(QCRITQk

(7)

(8)

In order to keep the same error rate before and after the scaling (SER=SER0), the following
condition must hold.

P(Q cRIT,O
,2
k ) = (9)

After the argument substitution on the left-hand side of (9), we obtain

p(Q) = | , (10)

where C is a constant. In order to prevent the error rate from increasing, the relative increase
of SER due to smaller QCRIT should be less than dictated by (10). In (7), we assumed, that L
does not scale, which is the worst-case scenario. If we assume, that also L decreases by the
factor of k, we obtain

P(Q) =
Q

(11)

The dependence on QCRIT
 c a n ^ e measured at several supply voltages (Fig. 7). In case of
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neutrons, the SER dependence on QCRIT *S comparable with (10) and (11) given by the hollow
and filled circles, respectively. In case of alpha particles, the increase of SER is much larger.
We can conclude, that the linear shrink of a design does not have to result in a substantial
increase of the neutron SER, but the alpha particles could become a problem.

Porting of earlier designs into a scaled process results in savings of silicon area. This area is
likely to be utilized in a future design. A second, perhaps more realistic, scaling scenario
assumes that the chip area remains constant (A=A0). After repeating the same calculations that
led to (10) and (11), we obtained (12) for L constant, and (13) if L scales by the factor of k.

p(Q) = C (12)

P(Q) = -%z (13)
Q

It is obvious from Fig. 7, that SER dependence on QCRIT *S stronger than given by (12) and
(13) and the soft error rate of new designs in scaled processes is likely to increase.

It should be noted, that the above analysis is very simplified. It is not clear, how to carry out
scaling of L, as it does not have a simple physical interpretation. Moreover, the function p can
be strongly dependent on the junction geometry, especially for the alpha particles. The
importance of geometry effects can be illustrated in Fig. 8. If we assume, that the critical charge
of DRAM's has been kept almost constant across the process generations, decreasing of the chip
error rate should be related mostly to the changes of topology of the storage capacitor. From the
measurements on 16Mb DRAM's with three different topologies[18], improvement of a factor
of 2000 could be expected, which is consistent with Fig. 8. Unfortunately, no information about
design of DRAM's in Fig. 8 was available.

Following the established scaling scenario it can be expected, that SER of circuits
implemented in a conventional CMOS technology will increase and estimation of SER will play
an important role in future.

2. Manufacturing Process Characterization
Paper 1 presents an introductory study on neutron-induced SEU. It was reported that the

most important parameter determining SER of a circuit is the minimal charge needed to alter
the logic state of a circuit node, denoted by QCRIT 17] • ̂  corresponds to the minimal energy
deposition in silicon of

= QCRIT M V (U)

MIN 445fC
i • y >

A test chip was designed and fabricated in a 0.8 |im process, which contained two types of
SRAM cells. The first cell was a 6T cell with the minimum size ('small cell') and the second
cell ('large cell') was designed to have approximately doubled node capacitance. The test
SRAM can be operated at voltages 1.8-5V. By changing the supply voltage, we were able to
vary QCRIT> which is proportional to the node charge. It was predicted, that as scaling of device
feature size and supply voltage continues, SER of circuits should increase due to rapidly
decreasing QCRIT- We irradiated the test SRAM with two neutron sources. The first
measurement, performed with 14 MeV neutrons from the deuterium-tritium neutron generator
at Chalmers Institute of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden demonstrated a ten-fold increase of
SER when reducing the supply voltage from 5V to 2V. Similar behavior, a factor of 3-10
increase was observed also with the 100 MeV quasi-monoenergetic neutrons at The Svedberg
Laboratory (TSL), Uppsala, Sweden. The results presented in Paper 1 indicated that the

13



neutrons can pose a threat for reliable operation of low voltage circuits. In fact, about 60% of
the atmospheric neutrons have energies below 100 MeV and 30% below 10 MeV [8], and
conclusions of our study at 14 and 100 MeV give a very rough estimation of what could be
expected in the atmospheric environment. Additional measurements at higher energies would
be desirable to draw a complete picture.

Our experience with the test SRAM disclosed severe shortcomings of applicability of off-the
shelf circuits for SER testing. Pure observability of circuits and design not tailored to SER
measurements precludes generalization of results to other types of circuits and makes the
interpretation of results very difficult.

The most important problems in SER testing have been identified based on the SRAM study:
• there is a substantial uncertainty about the waveform of noise current inserted into the

SPICE netlist with purpose to determine QCRIT'

• manufacturing process variations and imperfections of SPICE simulation models introduce
an uncertainty of 20-30% into QCRIT>

• events on P-type and N-type diodes can not be separately measured.
These and other shortcomings have so far limited the SER testing to mere verification of

theoretical models by providing the integral effect of SEU on the circuit, despite the fact, that
very few test facilities exist in the world and the cost of measurements is very high (several
$10,000).

In paper 2, these limitations have been removed by developing a special test chip for SER
measurements. The test chip is based on a novel principle of sensor cell design. The same cell
allows simultaneous measurement of four different SEU characteristics at a single supply
voltage. Once again, we implemented two types of cells in order to increase the dynamic range
of QCRIT- A novel method of test chip calibration was developed. SPICE simulations are not
necessary for finding QCRIT> ^ c a n be easily measured with 2% accuracy. The above-mentioned
uncertainties in QCRTT have been completely eliminated.

The test chip was fabricated in a 0.6 |im process, calibrated and tested at TSL Uppsala with
100 MeV neutrons. The results were presented in paper 3. A first-order empirical SER model
was introduced and successfully applied to the prediction of SER of a correlator chip fabricated
in the same process as the test chip, but one year earlier. Separated measurements of upsets on
P-type and N-type diodes revealed, that diodes located inside the well are less susceptible to
SEU's and it is possible to improve robustness of circuits by decreasing the collection volume
around a diode. The procedure from design of the test chip to the development of the empirical
model has been named Experiment-based methodology (EBR).

It was demonstrated, that this type of measurement has a large potential for further
development. In Sect. 1.6, it was explained that theoretical modeling of SER has not matured
enough to eliminate the need for experimental probing of the SEU sensitivity. Each new
generation of a manufacturing process gives rise to new phenomena which have previously
been neglected. All such phenomena will be included in the EBR. Despite it's present
limitations, the importance of theoretical modeling should not be underestimated. It is very
useful for providing an intelligent guess in circumstances, for which no experimental data are
available. Making the best of the two approaches seems to be the most efficient way to attack
the SEU problem in the future.
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3. Conclusions
Background radiation has been shown to be the major source of soft errors in CMOS

integrated circuits, particularly in static and dynamic memories. The neutron-induced error rate
is dominating for present manufacturing processes and there is a need for an accurate and
predictive modeling of soft error rate due to atmospheric neutrons. Theoretical models need to
be validated by accurate measurements of effects of the most important parameters, e.g. the
magnitude of the node charge, dimensions of diode diffusions, and a well structure (twin well,
triple well, EPI layer). The effect of a reduced node charge was measured on SRAM circuits
irradiated by 14 MeV and 100 MeV neutrons. We observed a factor of three to ten increase in
the error rate when we reduced the supply voltage from 5V to 2V. We designed a novel test chip
intended for characterization of a manufacturing process with respect to the soft error rate. We
measured the contribution of upsets on PMOS and NMOS transistors separately. Transistors
located inside the N-type well demonstrated lower error rate than transistors located outside the
well. We estimated the time constant of the noise current pulse and successfully predicted the
error rate of a correlator chip. If performed for several process generations, such measurements
could provide insight into the influence of scaling on the soft error rate.
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